Are you angry at the world, down in the dumps and need a pick-me-up, or even jumping for joy and in the mood to celebrate? No matter what feeling you're feeling, we can guarantee to make you feel even better...

refreshh

MEET REFRESHH. The perfect drink to make your day a little brighter, right at your fingertips!

using a (proven to be) completely harmless scanning technology, refreshh scans your brain waves to detect your mood...

...and, based off data compiled from the internet along with interactions with refreshh from across the globe, refreshh presents you with a drink that will leave you feeling satisfied and revitalized...

...and after, your feedback helps the machine learn how to make it even better for next time!

FEATURES:
- a drink-maker with hundreds of ingredients
- a virtual assistant to help answer any questions or listen to suggestions you may have
- a touchscreen that displays a smiling, responsive face when not in use

PERKS:
- locally sourced, organic ingredients, refilled by an employee each week
- increases productivity and mindfulness
- customizable (add your grandma's famous hot chocolate recipe!) and convenient

To become a more healthy, happy, and productive member of society, sometimes you need a little boost. Revitalize with refreshh.